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Pre-stores of withdraw 3: \(5\checkmark, 4\checkmark, 4?, 1?\)
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► **Consistency**: pre/post logic can be enforced
► **Availability**: a called operation always returns a response
► **Partitions**: the network may drop arbitrary messages
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2. Verify that chosen consistency levels preserve desired application properties (pre/post).
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Made possible by a novel replicated store runtime.
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\[
[\text{Add } n] := \lambda x. x + n
\]

First, let’s deposit money.

\[
\text{deposit} := \lambda n. \text{issue} (\text{Add } n) \text{ in } n
\]

Now we check our balance.

\[
\text{balance} := \text{query } x \text{ in } x
\]
[Add $n$] := $\lambda x. x + n$
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   Meaning of "x : LEQ" does not depend on what other operations exist.
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\[ \Gamma \vdash t : \{ \texttt{Op} D A \mid \varphi_{s,e,r} \} \]

\[ \vdash \text{deposit} : (n : \text{Nat}) \rightarrow \{ \texttt{Op} \text{Ctr Nat} \mid \llbracket e \rrbracket(s) = s + n \} \]

\[ \vdash \text{balance} : \{ \texttt{Op} \text{Ctr Int} \mid e = id \} \]

Everything is an operation!

\[ \vdash 5 : \{ \texttt{Op} D \text{Int} \mid e = id \land r = 5 \} \]
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Verifying Withdraw

\[ \varphi := (s \geq 0 \Rightarrow \lbrack e \rbrack(s) \geq 0) \land (r = s - \lbrack e \rbrack(s)) \]

1. Account never goes below zero
2. Value returned to caller is operation’s real effect on store

withdraw := λn. query x : LEQ in
            if \( n \leq x \) then (issue Sub n in n) else 0

\[ \Gamma \vdash \text{LEQ : Guard(Ctr)} \]
\[ \Gamma, x : \{ \text{Op Ctr Int} \mid r \leq s \} \vdash \text{if} \ldots : \{ \text{Op Ctr Nat} \mid \varphi \} \]
\[ \Gamma \vdash \text{query x : LEQ in if} \ldots : \]
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Programmer only needs local, sequential reasoning...

But runtime needs more.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Add} & \text{Sub} & \text{Set} \\
\text{LEQ} & \text{GEQ} \\
\end{array}
\]

Accords tell the runtime which effects are safe during a query.

Theorem: If \{guard\} is in accord with \{effect\}, then a query using \{guard\} can safely return without including \{effect\}. 
Accords are more reusable and involve less code than full-operation concurrent verification.
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Accords are **more reusable** and involve **less code** than full-operation concurrent verification.

ATM System vs. Ctr CARD

ATM System

- RDT

(Cconc. ver.)

vs.

Ctr CARD

- deposit
- balance
- withdraw

(Cconc. ver.) (seq. ver.)
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